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How to Choose
Switching Controller
for Design

This article is to present a way to choose a switching
controller for design in the Switching Controllers Selector
Guide SGD514/D from ON Semiconductor.
(http://www.onsemi.com/pub/Collateral/SGD514−D.PDF)

1. DEFINE THE SPECIFICATION

The first step is to define what the specification is. The
three key fundamental specification of a power circuit are:
(1) input voltage range Vin(min) and Vin(max), (2) output

voltage and current, and (3) isolation needed or not. Once it
is defined, a suitable topology can be selected.

2. SELECT A TOPOLOGY

Then, we have to know the features and differences
between the switching topologies and make a smart choice
among them. A bad choice will lead us in a bad direction to
start. Table 1 shows a summary of switching topology.

Common switching topologies can be classified into two
groups: Isolated (flyback, forward, half-bridge and
full-bridge) and non-isolated (buck, boost, buck-boost, cuk
and sepic).

Table 1. TOPOLOGY SUMMARY

Topology Nature Conversion Typical Power Duty MOSFET Stress

Buck Step Down Vout = D × Vin Up to 100 W < 100% Vin

Boost Step Up Vout = (1/(1−D)) × Vin Up to 100 W < 100% Vout

Buck-Boost Inverting Vout = (−D/(1−D)) × Vin Up to 100 W < 100% Vin − Vout

Cuk Inverting and
Lowest Ripple

Vout = (−D/(1−D)) × Vin Up to 100 W < 100% > Vin and > Vout

Sepic Step Up or Down Vout = (D/(1−D)) × Vin Up to 100 W < 100% Vin + Vout

Flyback

Isolated, Step Up
or Down

Vout = (n2/n1) × (D/(1−D)) × Vin Up to 100 W < 100% > Vin

Forward Vout = (n2/n1) × D × Vin Up to 200 W < 100% > Vin

2-Switch Forward Vout = (n2/n1) × D × Vin Up to 500 W < 50% Vin

Half-Bridge Vout = (n2/n1) × (D/2) × Vin Up to 500 W < 50% Vin

Push-Pull Vout = (n2/n1) × (D/2) × Vin Up to 1.0 kW < 50% 2.0 Vin

Full-Bridge Vout = (n2/n1) × D × Vin Up to 2.0 kW < 50% Vin

Isolated topologies get transformer that provides
gavalontic isolation but the non-isolated topologies do not.
It means that isolated topology can work for non-isolation
applications but non-isolated topology cannot work for
isolation applications. The transformer turn ratio (n2/n1)
also allows more flexibility for duty ratio design. It makes
isolated topologies sometimes better choices than
non-isolated topologies even the isolation is not required in
the applications.

The major difference between isolated topologies is the
power level, and the major difference between the
non-isolated topologies is the relationship between input
voltage and output voltage conversion (i.e., step up or step
down). Buck and boost are the most widely used
non-isolated topologies that need the fewest circuit
components, but they cannot suit application that needs both
step up and step down. In this case, the buck-boost is a good
choice if the polarity of the output voltage is not important,
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such as battery power/charging application. Otherwise, the
sepic and cuk that need more circuit components are the
remaining non-isolated choices.

The power level in Table 1 is only a guide on the typical
power range of each topology. The actual power range of

a topology is basically limited by the maximum allowable
voltage, current, frequency and temperature rise in
semiconductor, magnetic and capacitor areas. For instance,
a 1.0 A wire can carry 1.0 W at 1.0 V and 100 W at 100 V.

3. BIASING THE CONTROLLER

Switching controller needs a supply voltage to make it
functional. It must be biased first to get some output voltage.
Hence, the VCC operating range of the controller is
absolutely important in the selection. The maximum rating
of the VCC pin limits the maximum VCC(max). The VCC
Undervoltage Lock-Out (UVLO) upper threshold provides
the minimum startup VCC voltage, VCC(startup). The VCC
UVLO lower threshold provides the minimum operating
VCC voltage after startup.

In most of the cases, we don’t want another power supply
to bias the VCC voltage of a switching controller. Therefore,
the minimum input voltage must be larger than the minimum
startup VCC voltage of the switching controller, i.e.:

Vin(min) � VCC(startup) (eq. 1)

On the other side, if the maximum input voltage is smaller
than VCC(max), it is the perfect case that the input voltage can
directly connect and power the VCC of the switching
controller in Figure 1.

Vin

VCC

Gnd

Switching
Controller

Figure 1. Perfect Case

Otherwise, if the maximum input voltage is too high for
the VCC pin to handle, an external resistor is needed to share
the excessive voltage difference to prevent damage of the
switching controller in Figure 2. The value of the resistor
depends on the maximum allowable startup charging time of
the VCC capacitor and the maximum allowable power
dissipation of the resistor.

Vin

VCC

Gnd

Switching
Controller

Figure 2. VCC Biasing through Resistor

Since the added resistor always consumes power, even an
auxiliary VCC supply voltage is available after startup,
a modification to turn off the resistor is shown in Figure 3.
The transistor conducts only at startup and will be opened
later. After startup, an auxiliary VCC supply is available and
provides the VCC biasing voltage. As long as the biasing
voltage is higher than the zener reference voltage and the
VBE(ON) of the transistor, the transistor will be off. It is noted
that the operating current of the zener diode needs to be
small to save the power dissipated there because it is always
operating when input voltage Vin is applied.

Vin

VCC

Gnd

Switching
Controller

Figure 3. Disable the Resistor after Startup

Biasing Voltage
(Available after startup)
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Some of the controllers in ON Semiconductor offer
High-Voltage (HV) startup features such as the NCP1200
series. It integrates the complex circuit in Figure 3 to
Figure 4.

Vin

VCC
Gnd

Figure 4. Integrated Startup

Biasing Voltage
(Available after startup)

HV

NCP1217

An auxiliary VCC supply is still needed in this
configuration. A further modification is so-called
“Dynamic Self Supply (DSS)” in Figure 5 that needs no
auxiliary VCC supply because the HV pin will charge up the
VCC voltage when VCC is below a threshold.

Vin

VCC
Gnd

Figure 5. Dynamic Self Supply

HV

NCP1216

VCC

Time

Depending on the application topology, an additional
auxiliary winding on the main power inductor or
transformer can deliver a roughly regulated biasing voltage
that is proportional to the regulated output voltage for the
VCC.

Figure 6. Auxiliary Winding in Buck

Input Output

VCC

Figure 7. Auxiliary Winding in Boost

Input Output

VCC

Figure 8. Auxiliary Winding in Buck-Boost

Input Output

VCC

4. DUTY RATIO LIMITATION

Duty ratio is the ratio of MOSFET on time to the switching
period. It limits the input and output voltage ratio.
A switching controller usually states its maximum duty
ratio. This information tells you how the output voltage can
go based on the input voltage. For example, regardless of
conduction loss a buck converter needs 70% duty ratio to
step down 10 V to 7.0 V. It cannot be done by a buck
topology with a 50% maximum duty ratio controller.

The duty ratio indirectly increases with current. Because
of a significant increase of conduction loss in higher current,

some voltage disappears as resistive IR drop and output
voltage drops. In this case, the controller needs to maintain
the output voltage constant by increasing the duty ratio.

Large duty ratio is not desirable because of topology
limitation and maximum power control. Two-transistor
forward, pull-push, half-bridge and full-bridge require duty
smaller than 50% for the transformer reset. 100% duty
means the inductor or transformer continuously draws
current from input and that is undesirable and something
will be damaged in the circuit eventually.
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5. VOLTAGE REFERENCE

The output voltage is usually set by a repair of external
resistor and a voltage reference. Therefore, the voltage
reference in the switching controller is also a concern. It is
noted that the output voltage and reference voltage is on the
secondary side in the isolated topologies, and hence most of

the isolated-topology controller does not have an internal
reference because the controller is located on the primary
side. When the controller does not have a reference voltage,
an external zener diode or TL431 is needed to act as
a reference for the regulation.

6. BE CREATIVE

A switching controller is only one of the components in
the power converter. With some creativity, the application

areas of the controller can be extended. The following are
some examples.

Figure 9. Flyback Controller in Buck Topology

Figure 10. Flyback Controller in Buck-Boost Topology
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Figure 11. Flyback Controller in Buck-Boost Topology and Unimportant to the Output Ground
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Figure 12. Boost Controller with Increasing Voltage Capability
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